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Strathearn Rambler
Spring 2017
Issue no. 77

Editor: Felicity Martin

Chairmanʼs Report 
After a successful AGM the committee has put forward a good range of walks and strolls over 
the next period.  I’m especially looking forward to the trip is Lismore as this will be the first 
opportunity Pat and I have had to visit the island. Please make sure you book up early for this 
trip.  Another interesting trip is the walk and hill walk, both quite strenuous, from Corrour to 
Rannoch. Please note that this takes place on Saturday 24th June rather than on the normal 
Sunday. We have had to change the date as Sunday transport constraints don’t align with any 
sensible walking plans. Also, the journey to Rannoch Station from Comrie is estimated at two 
hours and five minutes on the internet however the roads up to Rannoch Station are twisty 
with passing places and in the height of summer can be busy with outdoor types so we have 
had to make sure that we have been generous in our journey times.  To compensate for any 
early arrival time at the station there is a tearoom which opens at 8:30am.

Our long walk this year is from Spittal of Glenshee to Bridge of Cally in June, which is a 
good 17 miles yomp. We intend to use the CoCo Bus so spaces will be limited therefore book 
up early.

The annual subscriptions are now due, the cost has been kept to £10 again this year. If you 
have not renewed your subscription please do so now.

Finally at the AGM Ken Heiser was confirmed as our new Honorary Vice-president taking 
over from Robert Burns who decided to step down. Firstly, can I thank Robert for all the years 
of service he has given the Ramblers as committee member, treasurer and Honorary Vice-
president and as a conscientious walk leader which he’ll continue into the future. Robert has 
been a great support to me and is always ready with a helping hand and sage advice. We must 
all be pleased that Robert will still play an active part in the club as a leader. Ken is always 
volunteering to take issues forward on behalf of the club and works tirelessly for the club as 
well as the wider community and this is recognition for all his efforts.

In my time on the committee the club has been blessed with many positive and active 
members who have worked hard for the benefit of the club especially Ann Rankine, Anne Kay 
and Brenda Simmons who been recognised through their honorary membership as well as our 
current Honorary President Margaret Shankland.  I thank them all for the support they have 
given and also to the current committee for making my job easier.

Irwin Keith



 Strathearn Ramblers Committee 2016-2017 
Chairman Irwin Keith 01764 652541
Vice-chair Myra Robertson 01764 670166
Treasurer Susan Sinclair 01764 670654
Secretary Andrew Quinn 01764 679887

Committee Margaret Birks 01786 880288
Carol Buchan 01764 650606
Val Callan 01764 653863
Felicity Martin 01764 670987
David McKeggie 01764 652289
David McLeod 01786 880984
Margaret McVicar 01764 670989
Fiona Penfold 01764 218104

Honorary President Margaret Shankland 01764 670114
Honorary Vice-president Ken Heiser 01764 670545
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AGM and membership renewals
The above are your new committee. At the AGM only six ordinary members stood and 
were elected, but the committee has since co-opted Val Callan and Fiona Penfold, both of 
whom volunteered to join the committee.

Membership fees for 2017/18 are now due; please use the form below to rejoin. The fee 
remains the same as last year at £10 and we very much hope you will re-join. 

Thank you if you paid at the AGM. 

Membership renewal
I wish to renew membership of Strathearn Ramblers for 2017/18 
and enclose the membership fee of £10.

First name Address

Surname

Telephone

Email Postcode

Please send this with your subscription fee to the Treasurer: 
Susan Sinclair, 5 Strathview Place, Comrie, PH6 2HG (01764 670654)

• Data Protection Act: your details will be held on a computer to assist with the smooth 
running of the club. If you have any objection please contact the Membership Secretary.
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Ode to the Strathearn Ramblers 

With sturdy boots
And bobble hats
Through boggy marsh
And bracken high
We stride and climb
Til underfoot bog-myrtle
And insect hungry sundew.
Discovering Perthshire glens
And hidden, lonely lochans
Locked in solitude.
All season walkers we
Come sleet or snow
Or rime-ice clothing all
We explore.
Digital camera catches
Figures sprawled and huddled
Against the stone-dyke walls
Refuge from the wind.
Hands thermos grasping
Hot liquid finds the spot.
New friendships forged
Memories folded
Hot bath awaits.

Pat Gebbie
~ a former member

[Ed: Many Ramblers will remember Pat as an active Comrie member; she was a cheery 
participant on strolls until about 5 years ago. Sadly she died on 25th April, before seeing 
her poem in print.]



29th January  Walk Comrie to Crieff via Ochtertyre

A walk that finished at/in a distillery – what’s not to like! I was so keen to get there that I even 
volunteered to write the report. 

On a cold but clear day a party of 18 Ramblers set off. We crossed over Comrie Golf Course and up 
towards Conifera. Those of us who hadn’t been up there recently were surprised at the number of 
trees that had been felled in the area. We then made our way up to the waterfall (that no one knows 
the name of), for a photo opportunity. From here we headed down to Comrie Croft for a quick stop 
for coffee or tea – but not from flasks as normal – it was a choice of flavoured Teas, Lattés, 
Americanos, or Espressos, from the Coffee Wagon. The Strathearn Ramblers are becoming a 
sophisticated crowd!

Then it was back uphill and through the Deer Park, thanks to our leader getting the codes for the 
gates beforehand. We had ample opportunity to watch ‘Venison on the Hoof’ before stopping for a 
light lunch, just before we reached Ochtertyre Kennels. We nearly had to share our sandwiches with 
a couple of hungry hounds who came to see what we had to offer.

After admiring a pair of miniature Shetland ponies, we followed the path round the back of 
Ochtertyre House, giving us a view of Monzievaird Loch, before we made our way down to the 
Famous Grouse Distillery. Our party hastened to the warmth of the bar where tea, coffee, beer, and 
yes, whisky were enjoyed. One Lady Rambler (not me unfortunately) told the staff in the shop that 
she had no money, and asked if they had any free samples, and would you believe it, she got a free 
whisky. Yes, it was a delightful way to finish off an enjoyable walk, during which all the world’s 
problems had been discussed, and then dismissed in favour of happier topics of conversation. Many 
thanks as always, to the Leaders, and to them and all the Ramblers – Cheers!

ANN MORRISON

12th February  Stroll St Fillans to Comrie

The Co Co bus driven by our own Editor Felicity picked up nine Ramblers at Crieff and Comrie 
and drove us to St Fillans, (I was disappointed that Braan wasn’t there to greet us, she was at home 
recovering from short illness).
It was a dry but cold morning with the easterly wind in our faces for the first section of our stroll.

Robert Harrison the only brave male, had eight women to look after! This linear walk started at the 
back of the Four Seasons Hotel in St Fillans, using the new core path. This route is destined to be 
part of the Three Saints Way. It was interesting to see St Fillans from a different view point. One 
house in particular had approx. 12 mill wheels in the garden; we spoke to the owner who told us 
that all the stones came from Paper mills.

The new path was good, a bit narrow at first but it soon gave way to a new tarmac section.
Passing the crocodile , who seemed to have had a fresh coat of paint, we crossed under the A85 at  
Tynreoch, where we stopped for a quick coffee, looking up at Ben Halton and Mor Bheinn whose 
tops were still covered in snow. Following the disused railway line we stopped briefly to watch two 
rather large goats, who were very agile to say the least, they too were watching us.
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Walk Reports 



At Dalchonzie we were amazed at the the transformation of the old fruit farm into a very trendy 
smart private dwelling. Continuing on towards Aberuchill, we came off the road just after the power 
station and had our lunch break by the Fish Heck on the River Earn. I didn’t have clue what a fish 
heck was, but now know it is a barrier or fence to prevent salmon running the river and going into 
burns.

Continuing towards Aberuchill we made our way home via the Ross. The walk leaders were to 
phone our driver when we near the end of the stroll, so that the mini bus would be waiting for us, 
but the group decided that we would as usual, avail ourselves of the services at the Royal Hotel, 
where Felicity joined us. All strollers enjoyed the day out, and thanks go to our leaders: Marjorie 
Bourne, Ann Morrison and Margaret McVicar

MARGARET BIRKS

12th March Stroll  Blackness Castle and back from Bo'ness 

Despite a dozen ramblers sunning themselves in Portugal, twelve of us turned up for the Blackness 
Castle stroll. We parked in a slightly unpromising potholed and muddy road on what was 
euphemistically termed "an industrial estate". However, the walk immediately led us onto the 
recently surfaced John Muir Way/ Sustrans route 76, hugging the shoreline most of the way to 
Blackness Castle which soon came into view. It was a grey day for the most part with a wee bit of 
drizzle at the castle but it didn't spoil our visit or picnic on the benches in the grounds. 

The castle itself was a first visit for most of us and we were well impressed. Built in the 15th 
century by Sir George Crichton, Admiral of Scotland, it is described as "the ship that never sailed". 
It has a commanding position, its prow jutting out into the Firth of Forth and stunning views from 
the curtain walls of all three Forth bridges downstream. 

Attacked and damaged by Cromwell, it functioned as a port for the palace of Linlithgow and later 
variously used as a prison, a garrison, ordnance depot and, surprisingly, a youth hostel. In recent 
years it has been the location of films including Hamlet and Outlander – it is not difficult to see 
why. 

As we left, the tartan-waistcoated custodian insisted on playing us a few tunes on his pipes 
culminating in Scotland the Brave which had the Ramblers birling round together in an impromptu 
open air reel, to the bemusement of some foreign visitors. Unfortunately the piper was unable to 
confirm Colin's story of the Scottish Crown Jewels being housed at Blackness Castle during the 
Second World War. 

We finished with a brisk walk back, into the wind this time. Birds spotted included eider, oyster 
catchers, shelduck and curlew. Many thanks to Carol, Robert and Ann for a stroll to such an 
interesting venue. 

MAUREEN STURROCK

26th February  Walk  Torlum walk from Auchingarrich

I don’t seem to have received a walk report for the very wet February walk, where we arrived back 
soaking and dripped all over the floor of Auchingarrich café (thanks to Andrew Scott for his 
tolerance and good food), but I have received two photos (overleaf) from Dawn & Scott Carruthers.
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Snowdrops on the Glascorrie road, and a wet Val and Fiona

26th March  Walk  Loch Leven Heritage Trail

Before May 2014 it was not possible to walk all the way round Loch Leven. It was very tantalising 
to know that the gap in the circle was only 4 miles. But 4 miles of path that would cost £800.000. It 
was done with the help of the Heritage Lottery Fund and contributions from many people, including 
£83,600 from the late Jean Lindsay, a local woman who had enjoyed the existing trail and wanted to 
see it complete. The support and generosity of the landowners involved also helped to make the 
path possible and it was finished in May 2014.

On Sunday 26th March, on the very day that the clocks jumped forward for British Summer Time, 
nineteen Ramblers, who had set their alarm clocks for the correct time, arrived at Burleigh Sands 
and were rewarded with a glorious day walking round this fascinating Heritage Trail. It is 13.1 
miles all the way round, but there is so much to see and enjoy that it really doesn’t feel like 13 
miles.

We must have arrived early enough to be able to enjoy the first half of the walk without having too 
many bicycles to dodge, although there were lots of families out celebrating summer as we got 
closer to Kinross Pier. We especially liked the bicycles with loud bells!

It is a walk with just about everything, except steep hills. But you get great views of Bishop Hill, 
the Lomonds and the Ochils, still carrying patches of snow. We saw ducks by the dozen, the flash of 
a red squirrel, several gliders and enough history to write a book.

We passed the RSPB Vane Farm Nature Reserve, the path to Loch Leven’s Larder (good for 
refreshments at the end of the walk, and the pier at Kinross; catch the wee boat here for a trip to 
Lochleven Castle, where Mary Queen of Scots was imprisoned from 1567–58. She made a dramatic 
escape from here, fled to England and never returned to her native land.

The sun shone, we imagined ourselves somewhere Mediterranean, with pines, blue sky and 
impossibly bright blue water. Hard to believe that it was still only March.

Huge thanks to Dave McKeggie, Ian and Carol Buchan for arranging such a super walk and weather 
to match.

MAJORIE BOURNE
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9th April  Stroll  Rumbling Bridge & Crook of Devon

Twelve strollers enjoyed a very pleasant 5-mile walk in good weather (overcast with sunny periods) 
through fields, gorges and woods. A short detour at the start led us to the Bull Stone that according 
to ancient history was possibly used for bull baiting, a witches coven meeting place (my favourite) 
or more likely simply a boundary marker. Following the banks of the River Devon we passed a weir 
which according to an information board was part of the Rumbling Bridge Community Hydro 
Scheme which opened in September last year. 

The Rumbling Bridge Gorge was dramatic and best described as the grown-up version of the Deil’s 
Cauldron in Comrie. With little rain early in the preceding month the water level in the River Devon 
was very low but nonetheless at Devil’s Mill the cascading water did sound like that of a devilish 
grindstone. The present road bridge over the River Devon Gorge (19th-century) is built over an 
earlier 18th-century bridge and gives a good photo opportunity for those keen enough to descend to 
the viewpoint. 

On the way back we passed through Monarch Deer Farm with views of both red and fallow deer. 
And of course lambs were much in evidence! At the end of the walk we all met up at the Milk Bar 
in Powmill for refreshments. With thanks to Stephanie, Margaret McVicar and Val for a lovely 
day’s stroll.

DANIEL SIMMONS

16th April Hill Walk Beinn Each

After checking the weather forecast we were assured of reasonably favourable weather, at worst an 
occasional shower. How wrong it was. We arrived at the start in rain which turned to sleet and 
eventually, as we climbed higher, to snow.

To be honest the walk was a lot better than painted above. We started walking through the forest in 
the rain but eased as we left the shelter of the trees and began to ascend. As we got higher we had 
the occasional flurry of sleet. As we approached the summit the sleet turned to snow, but there was 
little wind so this wasn't unpleasant. The summit of Beinn Each (Horse Mountain) reached we were 
greeted with a 360 degree view of cloud and snow at our feet.

The cloud persisted as we walked along the ridge making navigation a bit difficult, well done to the 
leader and his assistants for finding a route back down. As we descended the going was difficult and 
slow as it was quite slippery underfoot. 

Our lunch stop was quite late due to the conditions. Lunch was eaten with quiet concentration at a 
ruined shieling alongside a burn. All our food consumed with gusto. The final couple of miles 
followed the forest track towards Lochearnhead. We started with 11 walkers and thankfully finished 
with the same number.
KIM OSBORNE & GAE MATTHEWS
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14th May STROLL  Gartmorn Dam 5 miles

This is a very level stroll on good paths. Clackmannanshire has a rich mining history and many 
signs are still visible around the Dam. It is also an important site for migratory wildfowl.

Leave Comrie School car park at 10:00 and Crieff Coop Car Park at 10:15
Meet at Gartmorn Dam Country Park car park at approx. 11:00

Directions: Take the A907 through Bridge of Allan to Alloa. Then the A908 to Sauchie, turn right at 
a sign for Gartmorn Dam and go for about a mile through a housing estate to the car park.
Pay drivers £3.50

Leaders Margaret Shankland (670114; mob. 07549 251066), Margaret McVicar, Margaret Birks 

21st May  HILL WALK The Cobbler & Beinn Narnain 6 miles

The route climbs steeply with some easy scrambling from Loch Long to the summit of the Munro 
Beinn Narnain (926m) then continues down the northwest ridge to a meeting of paths. A well made 
path with lots of steps then leads up onto The Cobbler (884m), from where there is a superb view to 
the south.

Leave Crieff Coop Car Park at 7:45 and Comrie School car park at 8:00 (please check)
Meet at car park at the head of Loch Long at approx. 9:15

Directions: Take the A85 to Crianlarich, the A82 to Tarbet, then the A83 through Arrochar.
Pay drivers £5.50 

Leaders: David McLeod (01786 880984; mob. 07596 119961), Dave McKeggie, Robert Burns

We are combining the May walk and June stroll for a bus trip to the west coast, 
heading to Port Appin to catch the passenger ferry to Lismore...
(The Pierhouse Hotel at Port Appin has a warm and welcoming Ferry Bar that serves bar food 
from 12.30pm - 2.30pm daily. Hot drinks and home baking are served all day)

28th May WALK Lismore Island: Castle Coeffin and 
Tirefour  Broch from Point 9.5 miles

This walk will be new to many Ramblers. It begins from the ferry pier at Point, at the northern end 
of Lismore. There are stunning views with some coastal walking, rough walking and boggy 
stretches with no clear path. There is an opportunity to visit two 13th century castles a cafe and 
heritage centre.

Sweeney’s bus leaving Crieff Coop Car Park at 07:15 and Comrie School car park at 07:30 

Arriving at Port Appin at approx 9:45, where the ferry will be caught at 10:00 (return fare is £3.40)

Returning on the 16:00 ferry from Lismore

PLEASE COMPLETE BOOKING FORM A on page 12 ASAP, bus fee is £12

Leaders: Myra Robertson (670166; mob. 07522 690289), Irwin Keith, Val Callan
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28th May STROLL Port Appin circuit 1.5 miles

 &    Lismore Island: Port Ramsay circuit 3 miles

The Port Appin circuit is an easy-going coastal walk taking in the headland beyond Port Appin with 
fine views over Lismore and out towards Mull.

The Port Ramsay circuit explores the northern part of the Isle of Lismore and gives a real flavour of 
the island as well as having wonderful views. It visits the picturesque and unspoilt tiny village of 
Port Ramsay.

Sweeney’s bus leaving Crieff Coop Car Park at 07:15 and Comrie School car park at 07:30 

Arriving at Port Appin at approx 9:45, where the Port Appin circuit will be done first then the ferry  
will be caught at 12:00 (return fare is £3.40) to do the Port Ramsay circuit

Returning on the 16:00 ferry from Lismore

PLEASE COMPLETE BOOKING FORM A on page 12 ASAP, bus fee is £12

Leaders Ken Heiser (670545; mob. 07518 839170), Margaret Shankland 

4th June LONG WALK Spittal of Glenshee to Bridge of Cally 17 miles

This longer walk follows the Cateran Trail and starts on arguably the best section, climbing a high 
moorland pass from the Spittal of Glenshee (where the hotel had been destroyed by fire) to 
Kirkmichael. There are glorious views of the surrounding mountains. It then heads down the west 
side of Strathardle with varied walking through an attractive landscape.

CoCo bus leaving Comrie School car park at 8:00 and Crieff Coop Car Park at 8:15 
Arriving at Spittal of Glenshee, where the long walk begins, at approx. 10:00.

PLEASE COMPLETE BOOKING FORM B on page 13, bus fee is £5

Leaders: Ken Heiser (670545; mob. 07518 839170), Val Callan, Myra Robertson

Again, we are combining the June hill walk and walk for a train trip to wild 
Rannoch Moor, starting at Corrour Station, which is not on the road network...

SATURDAY 

24th June  HILL WALK Corrour to Rannoch via Carn Dearg  11 
miles

The hill walk will start from Corrour Station on a path heading towards Loch Ossian, thence to 
Peter's Rock (approx. 2.5 miles). We then ascend through Coire Odhar Beag to the summit at 941 
meters (approx. 500 meters ascent). We then follow a ridge south to Sron Leachd a' Chaorainn,  
continuing southward down off the ridge to join the main path which will bring us to Rannoch 
Station (approx. 650 meters descent). Reasonable level of fitness required for this walk.

Leave Comrie School car park at 08:15 Crieff Coop Car Park at 08:30 
Meet at Rannoch Station car park to take the 11:09 train to Corrour (single fare £3.50)
Pay drivers £6.50

Leaders: Charlie Panton (655337; mob. 07786 180688), Dave McLeod. Ian Buchan
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SATURDAY

24th June  WALK Corrour to Rannoch via Road to the 
Isles 11 miles

This walk starts in the middle of nowhere at Corrour Station, a place with one house and no roads - 
it is only accessible on foot or by train. By travelling one stop on the West Highland line from 
Rannoch Station you can enjoy a linear walk through wild and empty country on the north-west 
border of Perthshire. The route passes Loch Ossian, climbs a path up to Peter’s Rock, with a 
dedication to a young man who died in the loch, then crosses the moor past the ruins of lonely 
Corrour Old Lodge, originally a shooting lodge but later used as an isolation hospital. This will be a 
long day out, but includes a spectacular train journey through the Central Highlands and across 
Rannoch Moor.

Leave Crieff Coop Car Park at 8:45 Comrie School car park at 9:00
Meet at Crianlarich Station car park to take the 10:21 train to Corrour (return fare approx. £17)
Return from Rannoch Station on the 18:38, arriving 19:22 at Crianlarich
Pay drivers £3.00

Leaders: Ken Heiser (670545; mob. 07518 839170), Val Callan, Myra Robertson

9th July STROLL  Bridge of Cally to Blairgowrie 7 miles

Points of interest along this walk are  Mount Blair, the River Ericht and lovely views. There is a 
gradual ascent at the start, then flatish walking until nearing Blairgowrie where it is downhill, 
steepish in places. The walking surface is paths, field tracks, farm roads and minor roads; one 
stretch is rutted, but not insurmountable.

CoCo bus leaving Comrie School car park at 10:00 and Crieff Coop Car Park at 10:15 
Arriving at Bridge of Cally, where the stroll begins, at approx. 11:30.

PLEASE COMPLETE BOOKING FORM C on page 13, bus fee is £5

Leaders Margaret McVicar (670989; mob. 07513 431237), Margaret Shankland, Myra Robertson 

16th July  HILL WALK Creise & Meall a’Bhuiridh (ascent 
1110m) 6.5 miles

These two Munros form the northeastern part of the Black Mount range. This route ascends via the 
White Corries ski slopes. Meall a'Bhuiridh appears rather undistinguished seen from Rannoch Moor 
but its elegant west ridge is revealed from Creise, itself the high point of a dramatic ridge running 
from Sron na Creise in the north through Clach Leathad to Sron nam Forsair. A straightforward 
Munro round in good conditions (estimated 5-7 hours); there is some boggy ground, large boulder 
fields on the ascent of Meall a'Bhuiridh, and a steep rocky climb to the ridge of Creise.

Leave Crieff Coop Car Park at 7:45 and Comrie School car park at 8:00 
Meet at Glencoe Mountain Ski Centre ski centre car park at approx. 9:15.

Directions: Follow the A85 west to Tyndrum then the A82 north. Glencoe Mountain Ski Centre ski 
centre car park at White Corries is clearly sign posted on the A82 opposite Kingshouse Hotel.
Pay drivers £5.50

Leaders: David McLeod (01786 880984; mob. 07596 119961), Felicity Martin, Robert Burns 
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30th July WALK Comrie Fortnight Chairman’s Walk: St 
Fillans to Comrie via Loch Boltachan 9 miles

A local walk from Comrie to St Fillans, to the north of the A85.  The route gently rises passing the 
beautiful oaks of Twenty Shilling Wood to meet the Maam Road then through the Dunira Estate on 
good tracks. Beyond the plantations in Glen Boltachan the tracks peter out and and the route climbs 
over open moorland to Loch Boltachan. After passing around the loch the walk crosses a bealach 
and descends steeply on a twisting forest track to St. Fillans providing views of Loch Earn and the 
surrounding hills.  At St Fillans transport will be provided back to Comrie.  Please note that good 
walking footwear should be worn as the walk crosses rough terrain around Loch Boltachan at 
around 500 meters.

Start from Comrie School car park at 09:00 

Return transport provided (free). If possible, please book on the walk as per Comrie 
Fortnight programme, or let Irwin know you are coming so there is some idea of numbers.

Leaders: Irwin Keith (652541; mob. 07816 182730), Ken Heiser, Val Callan  

1st August STROLL Comrie Fortnight: Glen Artney church to 
Comrie via the Linn 4.5 miles

This stroll is fairly flat with some short ups and downs. The views of the surrounding hills and Glen 
Artney are stunning. The Coco bus will drop walkers at the Glen Artney Church car park and pick 
them up just below Dalrannoch farm. There is a short road walk, a bridge to cross over the Water of 
Ruchill and a good path which can be wet and muddy in places.

Leave Comrie School car park at 10:00 

Walks starts from Glen Artney Church at 10:15

Transport provided (free). If possible, please book on the walk as per Comrie Fortnight 
programme, or let Myra know you are coming so there is some idea of numbers.

Leaders: Myra Robertson (670166; mob. 07522 690289), Margaret Shankland, Val Callan

13th August STROLL  Pool of Muckhart 5 miles

This stroll explores an excellent network of public footpaths on ancient tracks around the 
Clackmannanshire – Perth & Kinross border. It passes a modern golf course and a medieval mill. 
The gradients are gentle and there are many views to south and north, particularly along the 
escarpment of the Ochils. The terrain is gravel farm tracks and pasture fields in rolling countryside, 
with one muddy section.

Leave Comrie School car park at 10:00 and Crieff Coop Car Park at 10:15 
Meet at Pool of Muckhart at approx. 10:50

Directions: Drive through Glen Devon on the A823, then turn right onto A91 into Pool of 
Muckhart. Beyond the Inn at Muckhart turn left into School Road and park on the left 
opposite a bottle bank.
Pay drivers £3

Leaders Felicity Martin (670987; mob. 07801 896439), Val Callan, Ann Morrison
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Bus Booking Form A

28th May 2017 – Lismore Island

WALK Castle Coeffin & Tirefour Broch 9.5 miles

STROLL Port Appin circuit and 1.5 miles
 Port Ramsay circuit 3 miles

Please reserve …………………………...seats on Sweeney’ bus for this walk. The bus will 
pick up Ramblers at Crieff Coop car park at 07:15 and Comrie School car park at 07:30.  
At the end of the walk the bus will take walkers back to Crieff and Comrie. 

Enclosed is the sum of £…………………………… @ £12 per person. 

Please pass this form and monies in an envelope clearly marked “Lismore Island” to the club 
transport officer:    Ken Heiser
       18 Polinard
 Comrie 
       PH6 2HJ 

Closing date: Wednesday 24th May 2017. 
Cheques to be made to “Strathearn Ramblers”. 
 
Tick the box if you wish to be picked up at Crieff Coop car park at 07:15   
Tick the box if you wish it be picked up at Comrie School car park at 07:30   

Names of passengers   ………………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Bus Booking Form B
4th June LONG WALK Spittal of Glenshee - Bridge of Cally 

Please reserve …………………………...seats on the bus for this walk.

Enclosed is the sum of £…………………………… @ £5 per person. 

Closing date: Wednesday 31st May 2017. Cheques to be made to “Strathearn Ramblers”.
 
Tick the box if you wish to be picked up at Comrie School car park at 08:00   
Tick the box if you wish it be picked up at Crieff Coop car park at 08:15    

Names of passengers   ………………………………………………………………………… 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Please pass this form and monies in an envelope clearly marked “Long Walk” to the 
Treasurer:    Ken Heiser
       18 Polinard
 Comrie PH6 2HJ 

Bus Booking Form C
9th July STROLL  Bridge of Cally to Blairgowrie 

Please reserve …………………………...seats on the bus for this walk.

Enclosed is the sum of £…………………………… @ £5 per person. 

Closing date: Wednesday 5th July 2017. Cheques to be made to “Strathearn Ramblers”.
 
Tick the box if you wish to be picked up at Comrie School car park at 10:00   
Tick the box if you wish it be picked up at Crieff Coop car park at 10:15    

Names of passengers   ………………………………………………………………………… 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Please pass this form and monies in an envelope clearly marked “Long Walk” to the 
Treasurer:    Ken Heiser
       18 Polinard
 Comrie PH6 2HJ 
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Walk reports, photos and other contributions
Contributions to the newsletter are very welcome, particularly walk-related photographs, 
news and views. I hope you enjoy the poem on page 3 from former member Pat Gebbie. 
Maybe it will inspire others to put pen to paper or !ngers to keyboard!

Photos

Please do not embed photos in a walk reports, instead send them by email as separate .jpg 
attachments. And please do not downsize them much or let your email program make 
them very small, as they need to have lots of pixels to look good when printed. There’s no 
limit to the size the Editor can receive; if you send them at full size or large, they can be 
reduced to the required size when the newsletter is put together.

Walk reports

If you are the lucky person who ‘volunteers’ to write a walk report, please do not bother 
with any fancy formatting, as that will only have to be redone when it is laid out in the 
newsletter. Simply type up your words and email them to the editor at 
felicity@felicitymartin.co.uk. 

Your editor can handle various text formats, including Word (.doc and .docx), Rich Text 
(.rtf ), Plain Text (.txt), and Portable Document Format (.pdf ). 

Hand written reports on paper to Felicity Martin,  Ellangowan, 4 Polinard, Comrie  PH6 2HJ 
are also acceptable if you don’t have access to a computer. For future reference, these 
details are at the end of The Strathearn Rambler.

The Strathearn Rambler 
The Strathearn Rambler is the official newsletter of the Strathearn Ramblers, which is a Comrie based 
organisation with no affiliation or connection to the Ramblers Association or any other walking organisation.   

The editor welcomes contributions to and comments about the Strathearn Rambler. Please 
send in walk reports as soon as possible after the event (while the day is fresh in the mind!) – 
by email or on paper if you don’t use email. Photographs should be sent as separate email 
attachments, not embedded in a text file.

Editor:  Felicity Martin,  Ellangowan, 4 Polinard, Comrie  PH6 2HJ 
Email:  felicity@felicitymartin.co.uk 

Phone:  01764 670987


